
PERSONALIZED SERVICE

GASTRONOMY ·  TASTE DISCOVERIES

HEALTH & WELLNESS ·  SPA BODYNA
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Alicante - Hospes Amérigo Granada - Hospes Palacio de los Patos Salamanca - Hospes Palacio de San Esteban

Cáceres - Hospes Palacio de Arenales & Spa Madrid - Hospes Puerta de Alcalá Seville - Hospes Las Casas del Rey de Baeza

Córdoba - Hospes Palacio del Bailío Mallorca - Hospes Maricel & Spa Valencia - Hospes Palau de la Mar

It is the place for relaxation, the place for rest and the place for sleep. The essence of hospitality

It's history, art, architecture, harmony, luminosity, noble materials, gastronomy, well-being, sustainable development, 

young, fresh and close service...

Tradition and Vanguard in Harmony

Destinations
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Locations
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Sky and sea in a privileged location in Majorca

The most emblematic hotel on the island since the 1950s enjoys a
privileged location next to the sea, a unique environment with a special
combination of stately architecture inspired by the sober styles of the
16th and 17th centuries which are represented in the palace building. On
the other hand, the Natura Building embodies avant-garde Majorcan
architecture, based on natural colors and fine construction materials.

Mallorca
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ROOMS

Palacio Building 29 rooms
6 Dreamer’s Palacio | 14 Deluxe sea view | 4 Premium with terrace | 4 Suites sea 
view | 1 Presidential Suite

Natura Building 22 rooms
6 Dreamer’s with private Zen pool | 14 Deluxe with terrace, sea view and private Zen 
pool | 2 Family rooms| 2 Gran Suites with terrace and Zen pool

TASTE DISCOVERIES
Maricel Restaurant
Lounge & Cocktail bar
Pool bar
“Best Breakfast of the World”
Room Service 24h

BODYNA Natural Care
Massages and Treatments over the sea
Fitness room and hairdresser
Solarium and treatment rooms
Indoor-Outdoor swimming pool, Jacuzzi, Hamman and Sauna

MEETING ROOMS
Meeting rooms for up to 100 seated and 400 standing (cocktail type) people. 
Events can also be organized in the exclusives terraces.
Audiovisual equipment for hire.
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OTHER FEATURES AND SERVICES
Bathrobes, slippers, in-room safe, free WiFi, air-conditioning/heating. Natural essence toiletries
Finest-quality Egyptian cotton sheets and American pile bath towels
Private parking. Private jetty, yacht access. Infinity pool

From the Airport, take the motorway towards Palma. Before reaching Palma, after approx. 4 km. divert to “Via Cintura” (M20) heading

Andratx. After a tunnel and before reaching Palma/Harbour follow the motorway towards Andratx. Take the second exit “Bendinat-Illetes”.

Drive through a second tunnel and take the last exit in the roundabout heading Palma. Drive straight for about 2 km, and after the traffic

lights, on your right-hand side you will see the hotel.

Mallorca
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Meeting Rooms
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Spaces
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